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The In1'luence of Graphic Rating Scale Format on Halou
The halo effect was first noted by Wells in

and labeled by Thorndike in 1920.

1907

This halo effect

occurs when, "a particular rater tends to rate a particular ratee simularly on all traits" (Guilford,

1959).

Guilford goas on to outline the main sources

of systematic errors in rating as being: 1. errors of
general rater bias, 2. rater x ratee interaction or
"halott error,

J.

"logicalu error, and•

trait interaction or "contrastff ~ error~
reports that,

11 The

4. rater x
Gordon Allport

judge seems so intent on reporting

his final opinion of the strengtht weaknessr merit,

~r

demerit of the personality as a whole, rather than on
discriminating a rating as possible for each characteristic''·
our

capa~ity

Allport continues that while halo dulls
to discriminate, it does demonstrate our

tendency toward totalized, consistant structures (All•

port, 19J7, p.l09).
Averaging ratings made by several raters will

tend to cancel out this halo error.

This multiple

rating would give each trait a more meaningful valuation.

However~

workers are not generally observed by

2

several supervisors.

Significant halo means that the

rating scales do not measure each trait independently
and no useful feedback can occur for each trait.
--There is a great deal of clear-cut evidence that
halo (as defined above) does exist.

That is, most in~

dustrial merit ratings show high inter-trait carrelations.

These high correlations are ambiguousG

They

could mean that the rater is confused between his general impression of tho ratee and the separate traits.
They could also mean that there actually is a relationship based on objective facts and that the rater has

drawn this objective relationship between the traits.
One factor analytic study (Grant,

1955) oC merit

ratings at Prudential Insurance Company found that the
intercorrelations among traits were all positive and
high.

The traits were presented in the rorm of job

assignments, but reflected such characteristics as:
adaptability, writing ability, oral ability, leadership, and so on.

These correlations ranged from e22

to .82 with a median oC

.55.

Much of the total scale

variance (Jl%) could be accounted Cor, after rotatione
by one general factor.

This factor was describAd as

representing the effect of halo in the ratings.
' Thorndike (1920) attempted to show that only a

J

part of the halo (high inter-trait oorralations) is
due to an objaotive ralationship.
. -

He had eight rat-

ars rata aviation oadets on sevaral traits such ast
~eadership,

eharaot3r,

physiqua~

inteligence, gen-

eral ability to do officer work, and flying

ability~

He states, uit is known from abundant evidence that
technical ability as a flyer is a rather highly speoialized qualityo

Considering the restricted range

of the aviation cadets. the correlation between genaral ability for oCCicer work and technical ability
as a flyGr could hardly be above
tanuation.

.4o,

without any at-

As attenuated by the imperfection oC the

raterrs knowledge of both, it eould hardly be above

e25.

Yat

tb~

correlations for the eight raters stud-

ied in this respect are

.47, and

~SJ,

e74,

an average of

.as,
~6?.

cS2,

c9l~

.6J, .72,

Obviously a halo of

general merit is extended to influence the rating for
the spacial ability, or vice versa.u
This ·argumant can be taken as a proof of the existance of an objective part of halo and a part of

halo arrived at other than objectively, only iC one
accepts Thorndike's .2.5 uobjectiveu estimate of the
oorrelation •
..

Symonds (1925) attempted to eliminate the effect

4
of the general impression by using partial
tions.

correla~

He had two teachers rate their pupils on

---

en personality traits.

The . intertrait correlations

were generally high and ranged from .19 to c·47 s
a mean of .)9.

teaeherrs general impression.
ion was ttpartialad outu.
ranged from -~04 to
of

'tlfi th

Ha than added ·the ratings to form a

composite rating for each pupil.

di~ferenca

sev~

(.J9-

tion of the halo

+.SS

This he took as the

This general impress-

The rasulting coefficients
with a mean of ~lSe

The mean

.lS) .24 was taken as an indica-

effect~

Forty years later, James H. Myers (1965) also attempted to eliminate the effects
pression by partial correlations.

o~

the general im-

Eighty-two

offic~

workers were evaluat0d by three raters on each of 17
job requirements or charaotaristicse

He bad hoped to

obtain, rrratings dev9id of the general factor (halo)
~ound

in almost every published study of ratings up to

that time (Grant, 19.51; Howard and Schultz, 19.52, Lawshe, 194.5: Lawshe and Alessi, 1946; Lawshe, Dudek, and
Wilson, 1948; Lawshe and Maleski, 1946; Lawshe and Sat-

ter, 1946; L-.wshe and -Williams, 1946; Rogers, 1946).tt
Of course, a general Cactor was

found~

It had

high loadings on nearly all the job requirements and

5
on job
eral

Job lavel correlated

l~vel.

~actor.

.95 with the gen-

In this study. job level was, therefore,

"pa~tial.ad -0utu.

The author felt that this approach

ucleaned upt' factor structures so that more meaning-.:

ful interprGtations of thB factors oould occur.
Again, of coursa, any difference in the means
could be dua to objactive, valid Hcorrelations" done

in the rater's head.
Johnson (1945) suggested that proof of the existence of halo could best be found by manipulation oC
the procedure of judging rather than the manipulation
of the data obtained by one procedure.

Symonds

(1945)

also suggested that all persons be rated on one trait

at a time in an attempt to reduce the effects of t he
genaral

impression~

Cilinski (1947) had twenty undergraduate psychology students rate ten pictures of faces.

Each face

was rated on the basis of: 1. general impression,
tho trait rthonestyH, J" the trait rfcourtesyr•.

2~

In con-

dition A, tho subjects rated each picture on all three
qualities at a single pre3entation.

In condition B,

only one rating was obtained at any one presentation
of the pictureo

co.rrelations between the three traits

were computed and used as indicators of halo effect.

6
mar~

Condition A (rating all at once) was found to be
conducive! to halo error than Condition B •.

Johnso·n and Vidulich (1956) attempted to verify

tha Gxistenca GC a unon objactiveu part
att~mpted to find out if

o~

halo.

They

the high intereorrelations

betwesn traits was due to objective facts or due to an
error in judgement.

They had J6 subjects rato five,

well-known, then-living parsons (Queen

Eli~abeth,

Sen~

ator Joa McCarthy, Sir Winston Churchill, Mrse Eleanor
Roossvalt, and Pope Pius XII)&

Half of the subjects

(using Symond 1 s strategy) rated all the individuals on
one trait per day.

The othor

hal~

rated one individ-

ual per day on all traits.

A reduction in the halo effect would then support
tho hypothesis that the efCect resides in the judging
proo.0ss rather than uobjactive factsft.

uobjective .

:factstr ar0 taken here to mean spaoific job behaviors,.

suoh as, a worker who continually comes to work early
could be said to be exhibiting motivated behaTiors.

It must be said" that this trait - "motivationu, is a
construct~

Indeed, all traits are constructs.

How-

ever, when a trait is defined well (as, for example,
on a behaviorally anohored graphic rating scale)~
there can be

a

matching, or tracking. of behaviors

?

to points on a number soalec
an

o~jactiv!

manner.

And this ean be done in

If somthing other than tho ex-

hibited behaviors pertaining to the trait are

influ~

enoing the judgemGnt, than it is not baing done in an
objactiv~

manner.

For axampla, A ratar may feel that

cooperation is the key element to the job, and the
ratee is seen as being very

cooperative~

The rater

might then allow this "cooperativranessu ability of the
ratee to cast a halo over the rateee

The rater would

then be ublindedff so by the halo that all the other
traits ar-e viewed as baing high

also~

And this might

not be according to the "objactive factsu about those
other

traits~

In the Johnson and Vidulich study,. the informa- tion about the individuals was held fairly oonstant
and only the conditions of judgement were

manipulated~

The Tariancas under the two conditions were
Guilford~s de~finition

means of

comparison~

compared~

of relative halo was used as a
The~e

was found to be signif-

icantly less halo when individuals were rated on one
trait, then all rated on the next traitt and so on.
However. Donald M. Johnson reanalyzed the data in

196J and found no reduction in halo due to the conditions of judgemente

He usod different error terms

8

For those, he followed the methods

for the F testse

discussed by Bennett and Franklin ( 1954).

There wa ,s

no signif-io-ant differance3 between the rater-.ratee in-

teraotion estimates of variance for thA two conditions
of judgemante

There was a diffarence in the trait-

ratae interaotion,

signi~ioant

at alpha equal to .Ole

At this point, we have seen thr3e ways in which
halo is statistically definedo
teroorrelations among

traits~

and in Symond 1 s studyo

First, as inflated inas in Thorndikers study

Second as a general bias fac-

tor arrived at through matrix and factor analysis, as
in Grantts study and in Myarfs studyo
Tha third way of statistically defining halo (as
in Johnson and Vidulichrs study} is rater-ratee interact ion as avaluated according to J c P. Guilford t s anal ·-

ysis oC variance model.

He postulated two components

of halo error, that common to different raters and
that varying Crom rater to rater.

When several raters

rate several individuals, there are usually some differences between these ratees; some getting higher ratings than

others~

This between ratae variance is seen

by Guilford as being the more "objectivett component of
halo (Guilford,

1959)~

This is because the variancft

is common to ··all raters who have been exposed to the
~~me

information about tho

ratees~

When some raters

9
rate some rataes higher than othArs, there will be a
significant interaction variance (ratar-ratee).

ford called this interaction ffrelative halou.

Guil-

It is

each !:,atarfs halo~~ 2!_ earticU!,!£ erajudioe.
Willingham and Jonas (1958) commented on Guilford's method~

Guilfordts design considers Nr raters,

N ratees, and Nt
1

traits~

Deviation Form
-------·

Source of Variation
m

m--

------

Raters (R)

Ratees (I)

(x .

~J•

-

x

cce-

)

Traits {T)
Ratars x Traits (RXT)

(x.1.. k -

Raters x Ratees (RXI)

(Xije - xi •• - x.j~ +

Ratees x Trait·s ( IXT)

(Xejk- X.j. - x.ek + x ••• )

Raters x Ratees x Traits

(xijk + xi.~ + x.j. + x •• k

Xcee)

(RXIXT)

The rater main effect (R) is seen as being the
classical "leniency erroruC'

The ratee main affect (I)

is seen as being composed of tha · trua variance between
ratees.

It is called by Guilford the uabsolute halo".

The trait main affect (T) is seen as being the true
trait differences for the group of rateos~ plus an
overall rater bias to rate some traits high and others
'

..

10
The rater x trait (RXT) interaction shows the

low.

tendency of different raters to rate different traits
diffarently.

fect''•

This is refered to as a ttcontrast ef-

That is, the rater may feel that he is an ax-

oGllent writer, so he rates everyone elsa low on the
"writing abilityu trait on a rating :form.
Uoontr~stsu

lie, thus,

the rataes to himselfc

Murray (19J8) and Landis (19J6) completed some
work whioh sheds light on this rater-trait interac- tion.

Murray had asked tha questions: nDo judges that

rank high in a certain variable tend to assign high
marks on that variable to others?
have

h~gh

Or do judges that

scores mark lowt and those that have low

scoras mark high?u

That is. do judges mark by sim-

ilarity or by contrast?

It is generally supposed that

most people project themselves into others and mark by
similarity~

Landis did find that fat people tended to

overestimate weight and that unstable people tended to

overestimate instability when judging others.

Murray,.

however, found that a very slight tendency for his
judges to mark by contrast

pravailed~

The rater x ratee (RXI) interaction is seen as

Guil:ford's ttralative haluu.
The trait x ratee (TXI) interaction is seen to
represent the extent to which the raters as a group

11
make trait-ratea discriminations.

The failure to make

trait-ratee discriminations has bean identified with

spuriously- high inter-trait correlations (large halos).
Harbert H. Blumberg, Clinton B. Desoto, and James
L. Kuetha did a study in
Johnson and Vidulich

1966 similar to tha 1956

study~

They had 22 subjects in

thG ffNameu group rate each nama on seven traits before
praceading to the next

nam~o

The 21 subjects in the

uTraitu group rated all names on one trait bafore pro-

ceeding to the next trait.

Th~re

were savan names:

Lincoln, Krushchev, Einstsin, Elizabsth Taylor, Pope

Pius XII, DaGaul, and ?-Irs. Roosevelt.

They were rated

on savGn traits: courageous, witty, truthful, intel-

ligent,

~nergetio,

good looking, and reliable.

The

variance components were analyzed in a manner similar
.

to the Johnson and Vidulich

study~

Their analysis is

reasonably consistent with Johnsonrs

(196J)

~indings.

That is, no significant differences were found between .
the two

formats~

No diffaronces duo to format in the

trait-rater interaction were

found~

They did find

significant di~ferencos in the between raterts variance
estimates on the two Cormatso

Th~se significant dif~

Corencas between raters due to format were not found

by Johnson and Vidulich.

The total Sum of Squares

12

varianoa estimates were virtually the same in both
of Blumberg. ~t a1 1 s rormat groups.

Eva Metzger
BroNn (1968) had 120 student nurses
--rat~

~ix

ilar to

peers on six sets oC traits.
Guil~ord 1 s

A method

sim~

analysis oC variance technique was

U3od to define halo.

It was·

~ound

that ratings made

by rating one individual on six traits at a time

yialded substantially the same amount of halo as did

ratings made by rating all individuals on one trait at
a timGe

In these last three studias; (Brown, 1968;

Bloom~

berg, Desoto, and Kuethe, 1966; and Johnson, 196J),
actual people wsre used as ratees.

student nurses

were used in Brownrs study and wall-known persons were
used in the other two studies.

This, oC

result in a great deal of stimulus

certain amount of control is
,..

course~

fidelity~

does

But, a

lost~

In th.e studios using wall-known persons as ratees,.

the rater•ratee interaction

~ould

have bflen duo to

actual variations (differences) in the information
available to the different judges.

In the study in-

volving student nurses in the applied setting• inter•
personal contact, familiarity levels, and othor real-

life

experie~ces

manifested.

affect tho raterr.s amount of halo

lJ
For example, in the Brown study, two raters might
see the ratea do exactly the same behaviora

But, be-

cause of~ the ratee 1 s Caeial appearance, physieal size,
skin color.

prev~ous

personality oon€licts, and other

irralevant oues, they might be rated . far differently
by the two rateeso

Also, the raters migbt have dif-

ferent views on what trait, )or traits are important to
thea jo-b.

per~ormed

If the ratae has just

trait thought to be important to the

job~

well in one

he might

als.o be rated high in other unrelated traits (halo).

Tha raters~ight, thera~ore, have different prejudices
and halo bases.
bases

a~ong

These differing prejudices and halo

raters is the basic Stoff oC the rater-

ratee interaction.(and

halo)~

that in order to measure halo
the rataa must bo held

It is easy to see, then,
error~

constant~

information about

Two or mora raters

must sae the same thing, but because of their differ"

ent halo bases, perceive it and scor0 it differently
in order for halo error to

occur~

On the other hand, the raters might actually see
dif~erent

things rather than perceive the sam9 behav-

iors differently.

That is, the ratee will react dif-

£erently to different raters.

A worker will work

difrorantly for a supervisor than for a fellow work-

14
or.

A worker will perform in one manner for one

sup~

Grvisor and perform in another mannar for another
supsr?isor. - Thus, difCerent ratings may be based on
real, objective

differ0nc~s

in behavior.

This study attempts to aliminate the above

Only the

tioned variations in information received.
pGroaptual differencas (variances) wera
It is

dif~ioultt

man~

compared~

however, to find actual

j~b

set-

tings where several supervisors (raters) see the same
ratees doing the same job behaviors Cor the
amounts ·· of ~ tim~.

same

: ~ )

For this reason, no actual people

were used for the rating.

Instead, lists of critical

incidents of job behavior were

used~

This resulted in

a certain loss of stimulus fidelity, but a great deal
was gainad in axpsrimental

control~

That

is~

the rat-

ers ware exposed to exactly the same amount of information about the ratee.

Of course, filming workers

with sound cameras would result in greater stimulus
fidelity, but would prove quite costly.
In order for response

~idelity

to be

high~

actual

supervisors were used (rather than college students or
studant/poer nurses as in the previous studies).

Also,

these supervisors used a rating form with which they
were familiar· and had actually used for several years.

1.5
The purpose of this study was to manipulate the
format of the rating in an effort to reduce the halQ
error (rater-ratee interaction) or Murray 1 s contrast

error (rater-trait interaotion).
variance was

al~o

examinedo

The between rater

This between rater var-

iance constitutes a ulenieney-strictnessu error.

The

importance o€ this error is handled in the Discussion
portion of this study.

The manipulation of the rat-

ing format was also aimed at reducing this between

rater variance or uleniency--strictnesstt error.,
A format where one ratee is rated at a time on
all variables before going on to tho next ratee was
compared to a format where all ratees are rated on one
variable, then all ratees are rated on the next variable, and so on.

Willingham and Jonesr adaptation of

Guilfordrs analysis of variance techniqu~ was used to
make these comparisons.

Additionally, a four factor

ANOVA was computed ana the ten possible trait intercorrelations were computed.
The hypotheses tested wore: 1. when a format is
used whereby all ratees are rated on the first trait,
then are all rated on the next trait, and so on,
(Trait method) halo error is reduced, 2. rating by the
above described format (Trait method) reduces trait
contrast error,

J.

rating by the Trait method reduces

16
between ratar variance5
compared to

by

tha

th~

rater

All these reductions are as

conventional method of rating where-

rates the first rat3a on all t~aits, then

goes on to tho next ratee, and so on.

METHOD
SUBJECTS:
Tu·o groups of subjects were used in this study t
TRAIT GROUP - lJ supervisors at the Orlando Naval
Training Equipment Center comprised this group.

These

subjects are highly trained professionals (engineers,
logisticians, psychologists, education specialists,
etc.)~

Their average schooling is 2•) years of post

baccaulaureate workt!

They hav~ used the b~ue uNAVSO

1.24)0/§ Performance Bvaluatlon and . Rating Formtt for
the past two years.
graphic rating scale.
traits or

This is a behaviorally anchored

There are sixteen specified

oharacteristics~to

be rated on this form.

ThBra are spaces for an additional seven optional
traits.

These supervisors rate an average of approx-

imately seven workers on an annual basis each July.
The average age in this group of supervisors is 48el
years~

visor is

The~r

average experience level as a

8.4 years.

~uper

This group rated all individ-

17
uals on one trait, then moved on and rated all individuals on the next trait, and so on.

This format is

thought to reduce haloc
NAME GROUP - Thirt:een subjects eomposod this.

group.

Their avQragG education level was the same as

tha Trait Group.

exp~rianoa

their average

ers was

lO~S

av~rage

Their

years.

two groups at

l0vel as supervisors and rat-

Supervisors

random~

aga was 49cJ years and

w~re

assigned to these

This group rated· in the con-

ventional manner; they rated each name on all traits,.

than rated the next nama on all traits, and so on.
INSTRUMENTS:

Tho instruments were designed to provide stimulus
fidelity~

That is, the:attompt was made to closely

approximate the rating situation the supervisor faqes.

They consisted of:

1~

a job description for a logis-

tician, 2. four sheets of critical job incidents on
four logisticians,
NAVSO

J.

a rating form simular to the

124J0/6 rating form that the supervisors are

familiar with.
A job description for a logistician (see Appendix
A) was used because all of the supervisors come into
contact with logisticians while they are working on

18
thAir various projeets.

DepartmAnt

N-4

(Contracts,

Logistios) is, by far, the largest department at the
Naval Training
Equipment Centar.
- -. -

There ara many

log~

istieians and oontraet spaoialists working in virtually every projact,

All the superYisars have at least

a general idea what a logistician does.

All the sup-

ervisors are familiar with Position Descriptions (PD)
and are

~equirad

to review and update their own and

their workerfs PDs rsgularly.

The four udummyu logisticians (see Appendix

B)~

John D., Ralph H., Steve M., and Sam P. were sat up so
that aaoh list of critical inoidents had some ir.relecues~

vant

They were also set up so as to have var-

iance batwean tha individualse
a low

per~ormar

For axample, Sam P. is

and Ralph H. is a superior logistician.

Actual Position Descriptions and ratings of

logistic~

ians were used in making up those lists of critioal
incidantse
The rating form (sea Appendix C) was made up so
as to be similar to the actual NAVSO 124J0/ 6 form as
possible~

Fev jobs are rated using all the 17 poss-

ible traits on the NAVSO forme

The five most commonly

used traits were found to be: le knowledge oC field
and procedures, 2. ability to write and communicate~
J~

respon$ibilityt 4. adaptability, and

s~

motivation~

19
Thesa five traits were used on the rating
~AVSO

form has

~ive

~orm~

The

pointst unsatisfactory (whioh in

raality ~~ _ never used), marginally satisfactory, sat~
isfaetory, highly satisfactory. and outst.anding.,

The

sams wording was used on the rating form for this

study, but tha seale was increased to eight points.
Tha eight point scala was used in order to increase
the

~arianoee

Tha same fiva

point~

on the NAVSO seale

wara spaoed at appropriate intervals on the new eight

point scale.
Thus, the stimulus fidelity was fairly high.

Many of tha raters do actually rate logisticians.
Some raters do kaep lists of critical incidents and

refer to them before making out the performance appraisal.

The rating form was made with the same traits

and exact warding with which they are familiar.

PROCEDURES:
The subjects were randomly divided into two
groups -

Na1ne Group an Trait Groupo

Subjects in both

groups rated the four rtdummyrr logisticians using identical position descriptions, critical incidents lists,
and rating sheets. The raters completed the the entire ratings ..individually and with no time limits.
Those subjects in the Name Group were given the

20

instruotions , "Rate ont# individual at a time on all
traits (kno ledge of field and regulations, writing

ability , atq.) bBfore prooeeding to tha other individuals.u
Those subjects in the Trait Group were given the
instructions, HRate all individuals on the first trait
(knowledgo of field and proaeduras), then rate all individuals on the next trait (writing ability), and so

onere
All subjact.s in both groups 'tfere gi.ven the packets of critical inoidents in mixed order so as to
le~san

ratae contrast effeots.

Subjects were randomly

assignad to thG two groups .
Thus, two groups of raters were used, one worked

under conditior•s thought to max].miza the halo effect
(the Namo Group) and on group worked under conditions

thought to minimize halo, (tile Trait Group) ..
STA:TISTICAL

ANAl~YSIS:

Two separate three - factor analyses of variance
were computede

A three-factor ANOVA was computed for

. the NamB Group and a three - factor ANOVA was computed

for the Trait

Group~

Tha three double interaction

efCects were.. comouted
for aa~h group (rater-rateep
....
rater- trait, and ratee - trait)e

The triple interaction
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was also oomputed.

The statistics of interest

are~

rater-ratae (halo), rater-trait (Murrayfs contrast),
and betw~e~_ratar (striotness•lanianoy) main effeetc
Thase statistics of interest were compared aoross
the two groups only to see which were larger.

No at-

tempt was mada to statistioally tast these component

astimatGs Cor

usigni~icaneor•.

However, the test statistic for testing H0 against
H1 for the two total variances was: F

s~/s~c

a

Thuse

the ratio SS total (Name Group)/ SS total (Trait Group)

was

co•nputed~

This was tested against the critical

values: • 975 F259 r 2 S9 • lel9 and .02SF259 , 2 , 9 a ~719e
Additionally, a four-factor analysis of variance

was computed.

This was a 2 X lJ X 4 X 5 design with

2 conditions X lJ raters X

4

ratees X S traitse

were four main effects.

There were six

teractions: ratar-ratea,

rater~trait~

dition-ratae, condition-trait, and

The last interaction

interactions:
dition,

and

in-

ratea-trait, con-

was one of the

There were four triple ·

ratee-trait-condition~

rater-rate~-traitr

two~factor

condition-rater~

(condition~rater)

three statistics of interest.

There

rater-ratee~con

~ater-trait-condition.

The rater-ratee-condition and the rater-trait-condition triple interactions were of

importance~

These statistics of interest were comp red using
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appropriate F tests.
This ~our-factor ANOVA was performed by computer.
The program utilized was "Analysis of Variance with
Repeated Measures" and was adapted by William R. Kennedy, University of South Florida.
Also, it was possible to make one further test of
hyp~thesis

one (reduction of halo error).

Halo is al-

so defined as being high inter-trait correlations.

If

rating by the trait method significantly reduces trait
intercorrelations, then the method can be said to reduce halo.
Five traits were rated.
possible trait correlations.

There were, thus, ten
These correlations were:

trait 1 and trait 2, trait 1 and trait

4, traits

1 and

J,

traits 1 and

5, 2 and J. 2-4, 2-5, J-4, J-5, and

Each of the ten trait correlations vere compared
between the Name Group and the Trait Group.

The test

-

statistic for testing H0 was:

1

1
+ ..
A.-..n--

Where the two sample correlations, r 1 and r 2 , are calculated and then transformed to Zr1 and Zr2• by means

2J
of a table of Fisher's z transformations of r

xy •

This would mean tan seperate comparisons at the .01
level.

The critical value for z then is 2.56.

These

trait intercorrelations were done by a SPss · oomputer
program.
RESULTS:

Generally, Sam Pe was rated extremely low by both
groups and Ralph H. was rated extremely high by both
groups.

The traits "responsibility"· and umotivationu

received lower scores across all ratees than did the
other traits.
The total variances wers much the same for the
two groups.

The total Sum of Squares (SS) was equal

to 1214.812 in the Name Group.
the total SS was equal to

In the

971.215.

1214.812/971.215, is equal to

1.25~

~rait

Group,

The F ratio,

.This ratio

o£

the

4wo sample variances.s~ / s~ • F, is the 6omputed value
used to test the null hypothesis that the total variances are the same.

It is not significant at the .05

level with 259 and 259 degrees of freedom.

The average ratings given were much the same for

both groups.

The mean rating for the Name Group was

j.J7J on the eight point scale.

The grand mean was

24
S.2J8 for the Trait Group.
The variance between raters was larger in the
Trait Group (see Table 1).
to

The mean square was equal

4.976 in the Trait Group and was equal to 2.088 in

the Nama Group.
larger in the

Also~

the between trait variance was

Trai~ Gro~p

than in the Name Group (mean

squares aqual to 15.621 and ll.82J).

Thust in this

study, rating by the trait method increased the

var~

ianoe between raters and also increased tha variance

botween traits.•
The double interaction terms oC interestt raterratee and rater-traitf are nearly the same.

The rat-

ar-ratee mean . sq.uares were 1.47 for the Namo Group and

1.75 Cor the Trait

Gr~up.

The rater-trait mean squares

were .96J for ·th.e Nama Group and l.OJ for the Trait
Group.

Thus, it appears that halo and trait-contrast

errors were not afCected by the two conditions of this
study.
The largest variance, of courset was due to the
ratees.

The mean square for the Name Group was

247.99

and tha mean square for the Trait Group was 188.70e
A four factor analysis or hvarianco was computed
to ascertain iC there were any significant differences
That isf comparisons

due to the conditions of rating.
.. ·'"
~

• .. •

•

~

•

•..

••

I

• ' •

•

\

"

"' .} •
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variance estimates in the two three-factor ANOVAs

indicate that the between rater variance and the between trait variance components may be larger in the
Trait Group.

The four-factor ANOVA answers the ques-

tion, are these differences statistically significant?
None oC the three-factor interactions were found
to be significant, in the four-factor ANOVA.

Thus.

thsre were no significant differences found in halo

error due to conditions (ie. Condition X Rater X Ratee
was not significant).

There were no significant dif-

ferences in Murray's trait contrast error due to conditions (ie. Condition X Ra.ter X Trait was not sig-

niCicant).
These non-significant variance estimates and the

other three-factor interactions were poolad with the
four-factor interaction to make up a new pooled error
estimate.

The two-factor interaction F values were

computed.

The Condition X Rater and the Condition X

Trait terms were significant at

~01.

The Rater X Ratee term was also significant at
alpha equal to .01.
Thera were no significant differences duo to conditions.

That is. the main effect: between conditions~

was not significant at alpha equal to .01.
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In regards to the matrix of trait interoorrela-

tions. none of the ten correlations were significant---

ly different from each other when comparisons ware
made

betwe~n

the two groups.

correlations ranged

.J6 (trait

f~om

In the Name Group, the

e76 (trait 4 with trait 5) to

2 with trait .J).

In the Trait Group. the

correlations ranged from e79 (also trait 4 with trait

5) to .59 (also trait 2 with trait J).

The average

correlation was e6J for the Name Group and e70 for the
Trait Group.

DISCUSSION:
No significant differences between the two con-

ditions oceured in this study with regard to
error or Murrayrs utrait-contrastu errore

11 halou

This would

tend to substantiate the findings in the Johnson and
Vidulich study, in the

Blumberg~

study, and in Brown's study~

Desoto, and Kuethe

They were all in gen-

eral agreement that changing the format is irrelevant
to reducing the halo effect.

Brown concludes that,

"The o:ften suggested recommendation that the ratings
should always be made by method 2 (one trait at a time
for all ratees) seems poorly founded in the case of
graphic rating scales.u
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Johnson and Vidulich 1 s study in

1956 was an at-

tempt to show, "that experimental manipulation of the
rating cond1tions, with inCormation held constant,
would change this (halo,
variance."

In his

rater~ratee)

interaction

196J reanalysis, Johnson stated

that the rater-ratee interaction may have been the result of selective communication.
In this study, a much tighter control was placed

over what information the rater roceived.

In the pre-

vious studies, the raters did not all- receive the same
·information about the individuals they rated.

For ex-

ample, in Johnson snd Vidulich's study and in Blumberg,
Desoto, and Kuethe 1 s study, raters rated Pope Pius
~II.

Some of the raters might have been Catholic, had

Catholic newspapers in the house, and simply have had
more information about this particular ratee than the
other raters.

The six nurses doing the ratings in

Brown's study possibly had distinct enough personalities that the student nurses that they rated behaved
differently in the presence of the different raters.
Thus, the student nurses who did the ratings might not
have seen the exact same behaviors.

Indeed, this

would never happen unless both raters were watching
the ratee at exactly the same time.

In order to use

28
Guilford 1 s analysis of variance technique, it is man~ ~ate~s reoeiv0 9xactly 12! sam! infnr--Otherwis.e, uinformation known about the rat-

datory that
mation..

eer• becomes a variable whioh confounds ( ie. · inter ..
feres with) the other variables~

In this study, the raters received only relevant

and irrelevant information from lists of critical incidents.

And all

ratara~

received exactly the same in-

€ormation.
The trait-rater interactions were not significantly

di~ferent

were made.

when comparisons of the two conditions
This finding is in agreement with Blumberg,

Desoto, and Kuethe, who also find no significant

dif~

ferenoes between the two grouprs trait-rater terms~
..The study altJo agreed with Blumberg, Desoto, and

Kuethe : in that there were differences between formats
with regard to the between rater variance.

Both stud-

ies found that the between rater variance was larger
in the Trait Group as opposed to the Name Group~

Both

studies ~ound this difference to be significant at the
.01 level.

There was virtuall no difference between

the two between rater variance estimates in the two
Johnson and Vidulich groups.
It appears, then, that the mean ratings per rater
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will vary more with soma formats, but th• overall mean
rating will be the same across subjects.

In the pre-

sent study,-- ~he ratins made by the raters in the Name
Group ranged from a bigb average rating of 6cOO to a
low average rating ot 4c95·
1.05.

The spread was, thus,

In the Trait Group, tha high average rating was

6.15 and tha low rating ·was 4.80c

i.Js.

The spread here was

The mean ratings were much the same for both

groups.

j.J7

The grand mean for the Name Group was

and the grand mean for the Trait Group was 5.24.
The high raters tended to rate higher (lenienoy ,
Grror) and the low raters

tend~d

ness error)t in the Trait Group.
betwaen rater variance.

to rate lower (strictThis produc9d more

In some way, rating by the

trait method seAmed to have magnified this rtleniencystriotn~ss"

arror,

The importanca of this "leniency-striotnessu er~ror is that whan several rataes are being rated by one
group of raters, it might be appropriate to use a format that reduces the between rater variance~

That is,

if three Assessment Center judges rata 18 candidates
and five weeks later, three other Assessment Center
judges rate 18 other candidates, it would be

approp~

riate to use a format with low judges variance.

JO
This study also found one more significant difference
due to format.

There were differences in format in

-

regard to between trait variance.

The between trait

variance was larger in the Trait Group than ·in in the
Name Group.

The between trait variance was also larg-

er in. Blumberg, Desoto, and Kuethe 1 s Trait Group, but
this diCference was not statistically significant.
The between traits variance was much larger in the
Name Group in Johnson and Vidulich's study.
dif~erenoe

And this

was significant.

In my opinion, there is no great importance to
this heightened between trait variance, in any case.
In conclusion, it does not appear that the often
suggested method whereby raters rate all ind'ividuals

on one trait at a time, a:educes t.; "halo}! !-· errors and it
does not reduce "trait contrast" errors.

The method

does, however, tend to increase the variance between
the rater's average ratings of the ratees.
may increase tho between trait variance.

It also
Of greatest

importance is the discovery that changing the method
or format of rating fails to reduce halo.

Also of

importance is the finding that changing the format
does not lead to lower trait contrast errors.

The

fact that rating by the trait method decrease the

Jl
11 lal"liancy-strietness"

error is of' only some impor•

tance, because there is relatively little practical
use of this- knowledge.
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APPENDIX A
Instructions: - In this exercise, you are to rate four
Logistics Management Specialists using lists of critical incidents during a two month period (April- May).

The form for this rating has been taken from the actual
"Performance Evaluation ·and Rating, NAVSO 124J0/6 form
that will be used in July.

Hopefully, you are familiar

with what a Logistician does.
description of the

If not, here is a brief

job~

a. The Logistician is concerned with directing,
developing, or performing
involve:
lo~istics

planning~

mana~ement

operations that

coordinating, or evaluating the

required to support a eroject.

b. It requires the apility to evaluate and coordinate the efforts of other functional specialists

---

in order to develop and adjust schedules so as to meet
each requirement

~

time.

c. It requires a t·l broad1 knowledge of NAVTRAEQUIPCEN

planning, funding, and management information systems.
d. It requires a broad knowledge of NAVTRAEQUIPCEN
organization and the functions of the various departments, e.g. N-JJ, N-22, and N-6.
e. The Logistician is responsible for: 1. identifying all activities that meet the stated needs, 2.

JJ
formulating a Logistics plan to provida these needg,

Je monitoring progress toward meeting the Logistics
Plan and identifying causes and impacts of delays,
and, 4e Adjusting the plans and schedules as

ad.

requir~

J4
APPENDIX B
John D.

~~

---2 APRIL

Forgot to coordinate with Mr$ Jones at
the Engineering Department about the
need to hire additional technicians for

the R-311 project.

14 APRll.

2. Did not evaluate correctly the need for

space concerning the Gordon project.
All the project members were cramped
into three rooms at Bldg. 41J and will

probally have to mova as the projeot
enlarges according to plans.

16 APRIL

J~

As his immediate

supervisor~

I got a

commendation :from Mre Jones saying, ttHe
always plays it by ear, which is sometimes good.

The changes in lead times

due to the strike at Robey Metals was
especially timely.

By not going through

the regular channels we got the information quickly and were able to proceed with the changes."

23 APRIL

4.

28 APRil.

' · Made the important decision to stop all

Did not attend the department party.

work on the R-Jll project until the
"Computer Terminal Design 148" came in;

35
.. a ;·. substantiva decision resulting in a
-

4

MAY

large cost savingse

6. The report on the reasons for delay
on the R-Jll project to

Mr~

Nelson was

returned to me saying, uit was not · understandable and written on too high

a level r!.

7

MAY

7. Began work on the R•Jl8 project ahead
of time and completed the Logistics
Plan also ahead of time.

13

MAY

8. Failed to get the Logistics Plan for

project R-JlS in until after Mre Nelson's suspense date~

However, met the

other three suspense dates during the
two month period.
20 MAY
- =

· 9. Did an outstanding job in identifying
the oause of delay in getting the
Wilson project off the

21 MAY

ground~

10. Failed to call Personnel, as required
by Standard Operating Procedure lJ.l
on the Wilson project.

But, was able

to expedite getting the additional
workers to Wilson on time.
._28 MAY

11. Consistently comes to work 15 minelate

J6
Steve M.

1. Failed to get the Logistics Plan for the

1 APRIL
---8 APRib

R-)17 project in on time.
2. Began work on the Williams project ahead
of time and spent extra time monitoring

the progress o'f this important .pro·ject.

!2

APRIL

J.

Did an excellent job of determining the
requirements for the

Willi~ms

project

within the allocated funds, manpowert and
facilities availablee
2J APRIL

4e Mr Jacobs in the planning department told
me that all your reports to him have been
very clear and concise and that they
could be used as a model.

He also said

that you have a habit oC bringing them in
the next morning after the due

,2.

MAY

S~~Your

date~

handling of the United Fund

con~

tributions was very well handled and

greatly appreciated.

7 MAY

6. I have been noticing the fact that you
aro always at work on time and are sometimes ahead of time to work.

7. Your adjustment of the

R~Jl?

project was

very good.

19

MAY

8. Your work in consulting with the tech-

J7
Will~

nical specialists assigned to the
-- ~ams

project was very good$

This made

for a correct analysis of lead times and
costs to a very fina degreec

Your

know~

ledge of .procedure here appeared to be

2.5 MAY

9. The decision to delay the inclusion of
Part IV of the Williams Plan was excel•

ant and resulted in a savings of

power and equipment.

man~

J8
Sam Pc

1. You failed to change the Logistics Plan
_on the Jones Project when Technician

-

Team 1 was late.

2 APRIL

This resulted in run-

ning the entire project four days late
in finishing.

9 .APRIL

2. You failed to meet three of the last Cour
suspense dates on Logistics Plans for

Mr~

Nelsone

lJ APRIL

J~

I had to ra•do your submission oC the
Communication and Transportation section
of the R-302 project Logistics Plan sevaral times.

Each time you submitted

it~

something was wrong with it.
21 APRIL
==-

4. Mr. Nelson complained that he has to

11

ax-

plioitly tall you everything that needs
to be donee (t
~7 APRIL

5· Your report o-n the R-JOJ project was well
written and understandable.

Mr. Nelson

commented on thise
11 MAY

6. You have called in sick the last two Mon•
days and ara still taking too long for
lnnoh,.

13 MAY

7. Failed to check closely enough and allowed the people in engineering to run over

J9
project~

budget on tho R·J04
14-MAY

8. Your rapport with the people in Personnel
- ~s instrumental in getting the new technicians and the training required for
projects

18

-MAY

9~

R-JOJ

and

R-Jo4.

Because oC your understanding of

manage~

ment implications, several members of my
staff come to you

~or

ideas.

The time

you spend talking with them tends to occupy too much oC your time, though.
26 MAY
w

10. Under the stress of the many changes necessary in your

R-J04

project, many of the

engineers were always complaining to me
about youi raluotanoe to change any schedules.

40
Ralph H.

1. Your report on the progress

o~

the R-)20

project was turned in well ahead of time

2 APRIL

-

and the quality of the report was goode
12 APRIL

2. Your rapport with the members of the R320 project from engineering was above

average.
15 APRIL

J.

Your excellent knowledge of whera to get
information causes you to be used frequently by other members of my

staff~

This was especially evident on the Smith

Project.
22 APRIL

4e Your plan for the storage, distribution,
and maintainance of equipment for the
R-J20 project was outstanding in its simplieity and

26 APRIL

5~

effectiveness~

Your acquisition and training of personnel for the stone project was exceptional.

J

MAY

6. Your method for determining requirements
for manpower . and facilities for the stone
project was very original, effective and
creative.

4

MAY

?e As usual, you started the R-J2l project
Logistics Plan ahead of time and finished
it ahead of time.

41
8. Your substantive decision to adjust the
schedules and lead times on the R-321
project was a decision that was well
above average.

9· You missed two days during the last two
months.
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APPENDIX C
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Nama of Employee:
Nama of

Title: Logistics Specialist

Organization: NTEC,

Rater: .

Knowledge

1

of Field
and of'

2

Procedure
(circle
ono)

J
4

SATIS .. .. ·

:h'AC1'0RY .. . .. 5

6

8....

N~4

• UNSATISFACTORY Seriously dafioient
in work knowledge, understanding,
and information essential to do the
tasks of the jab.
• Satisfactory knowledge of the routine phases of the work.
• Has adequate knowledge of all as•
peots oC job performancee
Understands all the regular aspects
o~ the job and has more jab related
information than most workers~

e

7

__

RATING COVERING 1 MAY-30 APR

AND

~

OUTSTANDING Well versed in all reg•
ular, usual and complex aspects of
the job" Ot'ten consul ted by '·
··

others.
Ability

1

to
Write

2

and

~

UNSATISFACTORY Seriously deficient
in tltis abilit-y~
Questionable if
additional training or experience
would improve performance

Commun-

4

• Weak in this ability.
Additional
training and experience should improve performance

6

• Demonstrates adequate ability in
his duties ..
-~This ability is an asset to the
individual~
Performance is above
the expected.

icate

SATISFACTORY

z

-

8

• OUTSTANDING Frequently consulted

and recognized for his

expertise~

4J
Responsibla

(oircle
ona)

1

UNSATISFACTORY

--3 ---

deadlin<3s

2

~Meets

4
SAT IS•
FACTORY

Usually doesn 1 t meet

deadlines on routine assign-

2

ments.
•All deadlines are mat without sacrificing quality~

6

•Usually meets deadlines in advance
with better than average quality.

z

OUTSTANDING Always meets deadlines

8

well in advance.
Adaptable
(circle

1

UNSA'l"ISFACTORY

quired change.

Doesn 1 t adapt to reTotally ineffective

2

under stress.

4

•Resistant to change.
Is hampered by
fixed ideas$
Difficulty ~ un~er ~ stress.

one)

-

•Accepts stress and change without
difficulty.

SATIS-

FACTORY

6

eVery receptive to new ideas and
applies them.

-OUTSTANDING

8

Motiva-

1

UNSATISFACTORY No initiative; oontiDously needs prodding.or super-

2

vision

Does ~ qest

ted

(circle

work under stresse
• new ideas with enthusia~me

Adapts

one)
~often

4
SAT IS-.
FACTORY

---

5
6

7

-SOUTTANDING

8

waits unnecessarily for direct-

ione

~self starter~

Rarely requires di-

root ion.
•Always starts and completes work on
his own~
Not only completes work on own, but
seeks additional work on his own.
•Inspires and motivates others.

SU~IMARY OF NAME GROUP RATINGS

APPENDIX D -

rater

-

.

-Ralph

..

Sam P.
trait-s

· Steve M.
traits

_,. John D.
traits

H.
traits

r
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I

t

01

78J8.S

27232

88888

.i

t

JJJ65

02

JSJ4.S

86776

87?.56

OJ

I 6JJ6J

16122

68455

87887

444.54

04

2.5224

66266

8?877

~
06

07

J7JJ2

.

77366

87888

I

4J57.5
(

I

'

6.367 5

l

.544.54

l

I'•

I

f

24122

I

7'7365

88888

I J4l4J

?8677

88888

08

17261

8?277

86888

09

262JJ

?8778

87778

I

44446

I

I

13777

.S.546.S
l 4J444
I 6.5656
--

10
11

I- 26131
l

262_'54

t

12

I 6212)
~t

87888

67686

88888

7868.5

.58J66

3.5244

llJ
\oaa

-

66466

. . b:

IR£

.

-

I

77887
88868

'TC'*i'

-

,I
•

I SJ4SJ

l 4J4.5J
m

ThG .fir:st digit in each group is the trait ..
"knowledge of field and regulations''~

The second

digit represents t-he second trait rated, uability
to write and communicatau.
"responsible".

The t ·hird trait is:

The fourth trait is uadaptablor•.

The last trait is "motivatedu ..

I
t

l

J

4,5

APPENOIX E - SUMMARY OF TRAIT GROUP RATINGS
rater

01
02

OJ

- 04

- 0.5
06

!

sam

t
I

traits

Ir

P.

Steve M.
~

~raits
a....,..,.

..

Ralph H.
traits

John De
trait.cs

541Jl

77455

88778

44453

I

S724J

87J7S

88?66

75676

I

652J)

7?477

88888

64676

6847.5

88878

7.567.5

77466

76766

J4JJ4

I

l

-

t

I

i~

1

I

I

86J4J

I-r -• 4.5JJ2

I

)6JJJ

I

-I

~

I

....

I

7745.5

86866

6.5473

7?787

J4442

88888

.5J24.5

86756

55444

07

2.5522

6667.5

08

432JJ

77778

09

65222

S7S55

;. 10

J'24l

662.5.5

7'7767

4J442

11

44222

67J67

87888

JJJJ6

12

J42JJ

664.55

87867

4.SJ54

lJ

34223

67766

86778

.;4464

I

I

I

~

The first digit in aaoh group is the trait.
"knowledge of field and regulationsu..

The second

digit represents the second trait rated, ttability

to write and communioateu.
"re'Jponsible",

The third trait i:J,

The fourth trait i:J, uadaptablott.

The last trait is, "motivatedu.

-
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TABLE ONE - THREE-FACTOR ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
Name Group
'

Source

df

s.s

Raters

12

2,5.062

Ratees

J

74J.9~1

I X R

J6

,52.969

1.471

Traits

4

47.292

11.823

I

MS

F

:I

2.088

le88

!

247.994

(

,,,,

l

I

223.40*

I

l.J7
10.6.5*
i

T X R

48

46.207

.96J

XT

12

144.?69

I

12 .• 064

I

IXTXR

144

1,;4 • .;Jl

l.07J

n.s.

total

259

1214.812

MS

F

I

.90
11.24•
I

Trait Group
..
I

Source

ss

df

I

I

I

I

"

12

Raters

.59.71.5

I

4.976

6.28•

188.70J

7.5e42*

I

I

I

I

Ratees

J

:
I

.566.108

I
I

I XR
Traits

J6

I

4
48

XT

12

IXTXR

144

I

I

1.749

62.484

1.5.621

49 • .51.5

l.OJO

1.47

_5.808

B.Jl*

2.59

69.700
100.700

I
I

·!

I

I

total

62.992

2 • .50*
I
I

22.J4•

I

T X R
I

i

J

971.215

I

.699

n.s.

I
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TABLE TWO

~

FOUR FACTOR ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
I

Source---

ss

df

I

MS

F

ac

Raters

12

J2c61

2.72

Rat.eas

J

1JOJ.l9

4J4e l,s.Q

94.07

23 • .52

2~36

2 .. )6

2~J4

1 • .58

- -- --4

Traits
Conditions
(2-~..ray

1

--

inturaetions.)

Rater X Ratee

J6

- .57c49

lc60

Rater X Trait

48

44.08

.-92

2.69*1
4JO

&

9.5*~

2J.JJ*

c9l

I

I

__

192~47

16 .. 04

l.Se69*

12

.)2~1?

4~.3.5

4eJl*

Cond. X Rate a

J

6~90

2.30

2.-28

Con d. X Trait

4

1.5.71

J.9J

J.89*

Ratee X Trait

12

,..

Cond. X Rater

I

(J-way interactions)

i-

-

I
I

Rater X Ratee X Tr.

Cond. X Rater X I

144

109 .. 98

J6

58.48

.77

c·76

l

1.62

1.61

I

1,08

1.07

I

1.8)

I
I

I

48

Cond .. X Rater X Tr.
Cond.-

.51.64

I

......__.

X Rata a X Tret

21.99

12

(4-way interaction)

I

I

le82

I

!

144

Cond. X R.· X ·I X Tr.

145.2.5

.

I

I

I

n.s.

1.01

'

The four factor interact1on (1.01) was used to ·
!
I

~'
test the three factor 1nteractions.

When none af the

three-factor interactions proved to be significant,
their variance estimates were pooled with the 1.01.

I
I
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TABLE THREE - TRAIT CORRELATIONS
NAME GROUP

TRAIT GROUP

.49

.?'J

.70

.66

Trait 1 with Trait 4

.74

·7 5

Trait 1 with Trait .5

.76

.74

Trait 2 with Trait J

.J6

·59

Trait 2 with Trait 4

.48

-61

s

c4J

.65

Trait J with Trait 4

·75

• 74

s

.BJ

·77

Trait 4 with Trait 5

.76

·79

.6J

• 70

~--------~~~--~--~----Trait 1 with Trait 2

-

Trait 1 with Trait 3

Trait 2 with Trait

Trait J with Trait

--·-

•

---------~-----------Averaga correlation

Six correlations were higher in the Trait Gro.up
and four correlations were higher in the Name Groupt-

when comparisons ware madae

Nona of these differences

were statistically significant at alpha equal to eOl.
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